Abstract. In 2015 Bloom and Liebenau proved that Kn and Kn`Kn´1 possess the same 2-Ramsey graphs for all n ě 3 (with a single exception for n " 3). In the following we give a simple proof that Kn and Kn`Kn´1 possess the same r-Ramsey graphs for all n, r ě 3.
Given an integer r ě 2, an r-Ramsey graph G for H is such that every edge-colouring of G with r colours admits a monochromatic copy of H. Graphs G 1 and G 2 are r-Ramsey equivalent if every r-Ramsey graph for G 1 is an r-Ramsey graph for G 2 , and vice versa. For r " 2 the concept was introduced in [4] , where it was proved that K n and K n`Kn´2 are 2-Ramsey equivalent. In [1] this was later improved to K n and K n`Kn´1 for n ě 4 and also (re)proved that K 6 is the only obstacle in the case n " 3. The following extends these results to any number r ě 3 of colours, for which it guarantees the non-existence of any obstacles. Theorem 1. K n and K n`Kn´1 are r-Ramsey equivalent for all n, r ě 3.
Proof. To begin with, observe that for n, r ě 3 the pr´1q-colour Ramsey numbers satisfy R r´1 pn, . . . , nq ą rn whenever pn, rq ‰ p3, 3q; for fixed n ě 3 this follows from R r pnq ě R r´1 pnq`n by induction on r (this simple inequality is a special case of one observed in [3] ); note that for n " 3 the induction beginning holds at r " 4: R 3 p3q " 17 ą 4¨3, while for n ě 4 it holds at r " 3: R 2 pnq ą 3n (which in turn follows inductively from the relation R 2 pn`1q ě R 2 pnq`n and R 2 p4q " 18 ą 3¨4). Now let G be an r-Ramsey graph for K n , where pn, rq ‰ p3, 3q and suppose that there is an r-edge-colouring of G without a monochromatic K n`Kn´1 . We fix such a colouring and, adapting a method of [4] , recolour a part of G so as to obtain a contradiction to r-Ramseyness. W.l.o.g. there is a copy of K n in colour r; let V r denote its vertex set. For every i P rr´1s let V i denote the vertex set of a largest i-coloured clique in V V r of size at most n.
Consider the bipartition of V pGq " AYB, where A :" V 1 Y. . . V r´1 YV r and B :" V pGq A. Note that |A| ď rn, and also that for n, r ě 3 we have R r pn, . . . , n, 2q " R r´1 pn, . . . , nq ą rn for pn, rq ‰ p3, 3q. Hence we can recolour the edges of GrAs using colours 1, . . . , r´1 in such a way that there is no monochromatic K n . We further recolour all the edges from A to B with colour r. We claim that the resulting r-edge-colouring contains no monochromatic K n .
Indeed, if there were such copy in colour i P rr´1s, say, it would need to lie in GrBs. But then |GrV i s| " n, thus contradicting the non-existence of an i-coloured K n`Kn´1 in the original colouring of G. Alternatively, if there were such in colour r, it would be using at most one vertex from A (since after our recolouring there are no edges of colour r in GrAs). Then, however, GrBs would have to contain a K n´1 in colour r, resulting in a similar contradiction.
It remains to prove the case pn, rq " p3, 3q. Towards this purpose we make three further preliminary observations about an arbitrary 3-colour Ramsey graph G for K 3 :
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1. Note that the chromatic number of G satisfies χpGq ě R 3 p3q " 17. This is dealt with by a simple argument due to Chvatal, which works equally well in the multicolour setting.
2. If a 3-edge-colouring of G contains a monochromatic triangle in every colour, then it contains a monochromatic copy of K 3`K2 : Let V 0 be the set of the vertices belonging to the three monochromatic triangles. Note that GrV pGq V 0 s contains an edge (otherwise χpGq ď χpGrV 0 sq`1 ď 10, thus contradicting observation 1). This edge must then form a monochromatic K 3`K2 along with one of the three monochromatic triangles.
3. If G (uncoloured) contains a copy of K 6 , say K, then G contains a further vertex-disjoint copy of K 3 : Otherwise G would vertex-decompose into K and a triangle-free subgraph F and we show that this is in fact impossible by giving G a 3-edge-colouring without a monochromatic triangle: let v P V pKq and edge-colour K´v red-blue without monochromatic triangles (i.e. into a red and a blue C 5 ). Colour the remaining star of K yellow and also colour F blue. Finally, colour all edges between K´v and F yellow and all those between v and F red.
We are now able to provide the proof for pn, rq " p3, 3q. Fix a red-blue-yellow edge-colouring of a 3-Ramsey graph G for K 3 and let R, B, Y denote the colour classes on V pGq, regarded as uncoloured subgraphs. We aim to find a monochromatic K 3`K2 in G.
Suppose that none of the subgraphs of G formed by the union of any two of R, B, Y is a 2-Ramsey graph for K 3 . Then the subgraph R Y B can be recoloured red-blue without monochromatic K 3 's. Hence there must exist a yellow K 3 in Y Ď G. Similarly we show that there is also both a blue and a red copy of K 3 in G. We are then done by observation 2.
Suppose that wlog. RYB is a 2-Ramsey graph for K 3 . If RYB does not contain a K 6 , then it is a 2-Ramsey graph for K 3`K2 (see e.g. [1] ) and hence admits a monochromatic K 3`K2 . Otherwise, if R Y B does contain a copy of K 6 , then, unless it contains a monochromatic K 3`K2 , that copy K of K 6 contains both a red and a blue K 3 . By observation 3, G then also contains a copy of K 3 that is vertex-disjoint from K. Then, if one of the edges of that K 3 is red or blue, a monochromatic K 3`K2 is found; if not, then triangles of all three colours have been found, so we are done as before. This completes the proof.
Concluding Remarks. As the example of K 3 and K 3`K2 shows, 3-equivalence does not imply 2-equivalence. This observation suggests the following two questions. Note that an affirmative answer to the second question would guarantee that 2-equivalence automatically forces r-equivalence for all r ě 3; this follows inductively as in any colouring of an r-Ramsey graph with r ě 4 either the graph formed by colour classes 1, 2 is 2-Ramsey or the graph formed by colour classes 3, . . . , r is pr´2q-Ramsey. The variant to look for multicoloured (instead of monochromatic) subgraphs in coloured graphs was considered in [2] .
